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D
uring the past 30 years in this business, I have often seen the
same piece take its place in more than one collection—some-
times as many as four or five. Each collection has its own

character, purpose and level of achievement. Watching the items move
from one collection to another is an endless source of fascination (and
income) for someone in my position.

Professionals who work closely with collectors often live vicariously
through their clients. When the day comes for certain “pet” collections
to be undone—to be sold and scattered in different directions—there is
a strong feeling of melancholy. This is especially true when the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts, because an important collection is
more than a group of items sharing space. It is a cohesive unit that tells
a story and represents the triumph of patience and dedication.

One such collection will be offered this season by the Siegel firm. It is
the Pony Express collection formed by Thurston Twigg-Smith, a world-
renowned philatelist and art collector. As a resident of Hawaii and
direct descendant of one of the original missionary families who settled
on the islands, Twigg-Smith is well-known for his Hawaiian collection.
But soon his name will be forever linked to the Pony Express.

Twigg-Smith started his Pony Express collection in November 2000
when the legendary Hall collection came to market (Siegel Sale 830).
Seeing an opportunity to acquire significant items that appealed to his
sense of history and interest in equine mail carriers, Twigg-Smith
moved decisively and bought the major items, including the Pony
Express First Day Cover and $4 Black Pony cover. Over the next eight
years, Twigg-Smith acquired many more significant pieces, including
one of the greatest of all Pony Express covers—the cover to Switzerland
featured in the Dale-Lichtenstein sale held by H. R. Harmer.

Twigg-Smith exhibited his Ponies once, in Washington 2007, and
both of us hoped they would stay together in the same corral. For me
the sale is a bitterweet event. The professional pride and pecuniary
reward I will derive from this sale is more than offset by seeing this
magnificent collection undone.

Then again, I will enjoy watching all of you acquire these items to
create your own collections.

Collectionsundone

Commentary Scott R. Trepel
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continued on next page

THE Pony Express
The Collection formed by Thurston Twigg-Smith

The legendary Pony Express
lasted less than nineteen
months, yet it still conjures up
the romantic image of a lone
rider galloping across long
stretches of desolate and
dangerous mountain trails.

$1.00 Horse & Rider stamp with “Broken Leg”flaw—the shortened
front right leg is found only on Position 9R on the lithographic
printing stone of 40 subjects

Cover datestamped and carried on the first trip of the Pony
Express—eastbound from San Francisco on April 3, 1860—ex Hall
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continued from page 3

THE Pony Express
The romance of the Pony Express is captured in the collection
formed by the world-renowned philatelist and art collector,
Thurston Twigg-Smith. Estimated at $2.5 to $3.5 million, the
collection contains dozens of important pieces, including one
of three known First Day Covers, the unique Pony cover to
Switzerland, one of two known $4 Black Pony covers, and the
rare $1 Garter stamp tied on cover.

This important collection presents

an opportunity to combine the

most current scholarship with a

graphically rich catalogue format.

The hardbound sale catalogue of

the most outstanding Pony Express

collection ever to be offered at

auction is destined to become a

valuable reference work for years

to come.
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The sale of the Twigg-Smith

Pony Express Collection will

be held in conjunction with

other postal history sales in

October-November. Please

look for future announcements

of the date and catalogue

availability.
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the alan b. whitman collection of
outstanding united states stamps

The first two parts of the Whitman
sale (1847-1901 Issues) realized
more than $10 million. The third
and final sale of 1902 to Date and
Back-of-Book Issues will be held in
four sessions over four days, from
September 22 to 25. This portion of
the Whitman collection is filled with
major rarities, including coils, perf
varieties and errors, and Mint N.H.
Gem-Quality singles.

Some of the highlights from the Whitman Part 3 sale are shown here.
The hardbound 400-page Whitman catalogue (Parts 1-3) is still available.
The supplement for Part 3 (Sale 968B), containing updated SMQ values

and PSE Population Report data, is now available.

Rare coils in Whitman Part 3 (September 22-25), including Scott 316 line pair, Scott 317
Mint NH, Scott 356 PSE XF-Superb 95 Mint NH, and Scott 389 (left stamp Mint NH)
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Scott 360 and 366 (both Mint NH), Scott 482A and 596 sound

Perforation varieties, including Scott 498g Mint NH, Scott 507a block and Scott 504a

Back-of-Book Issues, including Scott CL1, Scott E8 PSE Gem 100
Jumbo Mint NH and Scott J9 OG and sound
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Postal History
The postal artifacts of Kentucky
reflect this border state’s long
and fascinating history, from its
days as a frontier outpost to the
Civil War and Reconstruction era.

Above: 1847 cover from Bardstown
to Egypt via London

Left: Brown & McGill carrier stamp
used with 3¢ 1857 on ad cover

The only known
Pony Express cover

from Kentucky
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Adams Express covers from
Confederate New Orleans to

France via Louisville.

This extraordinary pair of covers
is addressed to the French 

noble family of de Vitrolles.

The combination on the cover
above is unique, and the cover at

right is the only known example of
the 30¢ 1861 on a through-the-

lines Civil War express cover

Left: Confederate “Hanging
Lincoln” cartoon cover from
Bowling Green

Below: John J. Macklin “Shanghai
Matches” private die proprietary
stamp

The Barry Schwartz collection,
a comprehensive study of
Kentucky postal history, will
be offered in its own sale 
catalogue. The sale will be
held in conjunction with
other postal history auctions
in October-November.
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The “Whitpain” Collection of Un

The “Whitpain” collection was methodically assembled over 50 years

by the pre-eminent collector of the issue, who was assisted in the

acquisition process by Lewis Kaufman. In November the astonishing

magnitude of the “Whitpain”collection will be unveiled to the market.
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nited States First Bureau Issues
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1894 Unwatermarked
dollar-value multiples

“USIR” Watermark errors

Unique die essays

THE

“Whitpain”

COLLECTION
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For the on-line Whitpain sale catalogue and 

to register for Live Internet Bidding, please go to

siegelauctions.com

$6 1894 Newspaper (PR101)

Daprix I.R. Overprint (R158B)

10¢ 1894 Special Delivery Imperf (E4a)
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Highlights from The Estate of Walter Senchuk

Scott 13
Ex Waterhouse

Scott 27

Waterbury Small Bee

Scott 64a

Scott 140

Scott 72
Ex Hetherington

Scott 84 used

Scott 142

United States covers from the Senchuk Estate, to be offered in October-November postal history sale

Walter Senchuk was a long-time client of the Siegel firm and assembled his collection
with an eye for quality. Stamps and covers from the Senchuk Estate will be offered in the
September U.S. Stamps and October-November U.S. Postal History sales.
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United States Stamps 
in September

The Fall 2009 multi-consignor U.S. Stamps sale will
be held on September 29-October 1. It features an
Inverted Jenny and a wide range of items from the
Senchuk Estate and another long-time Siegel client.

For the on-line U.S. Stamps sale catalogue and 

to register for Live Internet Bidding, please go to

siegelauctions.com24¢ Inverted Jenny (Scott C3a)
Position 26 

$4 Columbian (Scott 244)—OG block of four $2 Trans-Mississippi (Scott 293)—OG block of four

From left to right: Philippines O43 and U.S. 233a and 1610c
Below: Scott 314A, 389 and 613)
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THE STEVEN C. WALSKE COLLECTION OF

C.S.A. MILITARY MAILS
Steven C. Walske has achieved international acclaim
as a postal history researcher and collector. His
exhibit of Civil War Special Routes has won Large
Gold medals and special prizes in numerous 
exhibitions. One of his smaller specialized collecting
subjects is C.S.A. Military Mails, and the Siegel firm
will offer that collection as part of the
U.S. & C.S.A. Postal History sale in
October-November. A small selection of
highlights is shown here, along with an
unusual Lincoln cover from another 
collection in the same sale.

Highlights from the
October-November sale
of U.S. & C.S.A. Postal

History, featuring the
Walske collection of

C.S.A. Military Mails
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The Martin Richardson Collection
of U.S. Post Office Seals

The Martin Richardson exhibit collection of U.S.
Post Office Seals will be offered in the September

U.S. Stamps sale. The collection includes both reg-
ular government-issued seals and locally-produced
typeset seals. 

The use of printed seals on damaged or opened
letters began in 1877. The first seal was intended
for use at the Dead Letter Office and bears the
inscription “Post Obitum” in tiny letters in the
background. The Richardson collection contains a
rare die proof of the “Post Obitum” first issue.

Typeset seals were made by private printers,
mostly for use at Fourth Class post offices. The col-
lection features a remarkable cover with a combi-
nation of the government seal (Scott OX7) and a
typeset seal (Scott LOX8f), which is reported by
the owner to be the only known combination of
regular and typeset seals. Another rarity to be
offered is the Berwick Pa. seal (Scott LOX27).

The Jonathan W. Rose
Collection of Worldwide
First Issues

The 2009 Rarities of the World
sale featured some of the high-

lights of the Rose collection. The
major part of the collection will be
offered in the December sale of
Foreign Stamps and Covers. It
includes stamps on and off cover,
representing First Issues of many
major stamp-issuing countries.

Left: 1877 Large Die Proof

Above: The only recorded LOX27

Below: The only recorded cover with

combination of typeset and 

regular seals



@
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Catalogues, Prices Realized, 

POWER SEARCH and MY SIEGEL

Images and descriptions for all current sale catalogues are avail-
able from our website.
An archive of past sales (from Sale 786, April 1997) and prices
realized (from Sale 742, May 1992) is constantly maintained to
allow users to search for items and information from past sales.
Power SearchTM and My SiegelTM allow you to create and save
highly specialized data searches, and to receive e-mail notifica-
tions of related items in future sales. 

The Siegel Encyclopedia and Rarities Census

This feature of our website contains a wealth of information
gleaned from decades of philatelic research by the dedicat-
ed philatelists at Siegel.
The up-to-date census data for 19th and 20th century U.S.
rarities are a valuable resource for buyers, sellers and
researchers. Every recorded example of more than 30 
different rare stamps is described and, in most cases, 
photographed.

Informative Video Presentations

Downloadable video documentaries tell the stories 
of stamps and covers, such as the famous Inverted
“Jenny.” This is the ideal way to introduce philately
to others.

Resources
siegelauctions.com
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Siegel’s 1st Half 2009
Sales Top $26.4 Million

Sales for the first six months of 2009 reached $26,460,453
(including 15% premium), slightly more than sales for

the same period in 2008. The nine sales comprising 5,554
lots are listed here (adjusted for returns and after-sales).

Announcing the half-year results, Scott R. Trepel stated,
“Although the stamp market has definitely evidenced
pockets of weakness, the sale volume and overall prices
have sustained the Siegel firm’s leadership position in the
U.S. stamp auction market.”

Trepel added, “In terms of our clients’ needs, we are
working with quite a few new collectors to help them form
personalized collecting strategies based on individual 
collecting interests, budget, time and opportunities in a
very fluid market. Knowing the needs of these new buyers,
I can say that good material with reasonable estimates will
attract solid bidding.”

The Siegel firm’s sales for the balance of 2009 were
described by Trepel as “remarkably diverse and filled with
truly rare or unique items.” Major collections to be sold
during the Fall include the Whitman collection (Part 3), the
“Whitpain” collection of First Bureau Issues, the Thurston
Twigg-Smith collection of Pony Express, the Barry
Schwartz collection of Kentucky, the Steven C. Walske
C.S.A. Military Mails, and the Walter Senchuk collection of
Classic U.S. stamps and covers.

5¢ “Indian Red” Surfaces
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Any other use violates our copyright protection. If any date, figure or fact
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error, but disclaim any liability for its consequences.
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September
The Alan B. Whitman Collection of

Outstanding U.S. Stamps—Part Three: 1902 to Date

United States Stamps, including the 
Estate of Walter Senchuk and Richardson P.O. Seals

October-November
The Pony Express Collection formed by

Thurston Twigg-Smith

The Barry Schwartz Collection of Kentucky Postal History

United States and Confederate States Postal History,
including the Steven C. Walske C.S.A. Military Mails

The “Whitpain” Collection of U.S. First Bureau Issues

December
United States Stamps

Last day for consignments—Oct. 15

Foreign Stamps and Covers, including
the Jonathan W. Rose First Issues Collection

Last day for consignments—Oct. 15

60 East 56th Street, 4th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone (212) 753-6421 • Fax (212) 753-6429

E-mail: stamps@siegelauctions.com

Sale Date Lots Hammer
968 Whitman Part 1 (1847-69) 1/27 179 5,266,325
969 Whitpain U.S. Possessions 2/12 931 2,136,275
970 Jarrett Propaganda Covers 3/25 316 720,285
968A Whitman Part 2 (1870-1901) 4/14 201 3,774,080
971 MLG U.S. Plate Blocks 4/21 1,300 3,163,280
972 Laila U.S. Stamps 5/8 496 3,061,045
973 2009 Rarities of the World 6/5 314 3,338,550
974 Laila U.S. Possessions 6/7 374 557,960
975 U.S. Stamps 6/23 1,442      991,290

23,009,090
Total Lots and Sales (w/premium) 5,554 $26,460,453

The rarest of the perforated 5¢
1857 shades is the “Indian Red.”

Just as the 3¢ 1861 Pink is accorded
its own Scott number, the 5¢ Indian
Red is listed as Scott 28A, a major
number between 28 and 29.

Before the stamp shown here was
brought to the Siegel firm, only four
examples of Scott 28A were known
with any part of original gum (about

ten unused copies are known in total).
This superbly-centered example of Scott 28A has a large

part of its original gum and deep rich color. It has two
slight corner creases, but even still this stamp was awarded
a PSE grade of Fine 70, which indicates a centering grade
of 90 with the prescribed deduction for a “fault.” Only two
Scott 28A’s have been graded by PSE in unused condition:
one 30 and this stamp at Fine 70. It will be offered in the
September U.S. Stamps sale.
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